


It was a successful three months where we observed the children settling and getting used to our environment and 
sshowing great interest in learning new concepts. The EYFS Parents Teachers Meeting  was held on 30th September 2019. It 
is a standard part of the school’s efforts to build a strong partnership between the parents and the teachers. Parents were 
curious to know about their child’s development and were also excited to have that special one on one interaction with their 
child’s facilitator. Facilitators spoke to the parents and shared their concerns about each child. They also discussed on how 
things can be improved. As it was the first EYFS Parents Teacher Meeting, all the class students were encouraged to make 
a a thank you card for the parents to express their gratitude for coming. FS2 class had a small game where the parents had 
to recognize their child’s smile in a picture. Over all, this conference meeting with parents was a great success and they were 
very happy.
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The children from EY2 and EY3 were taken to the market for a field trip. There were different types of fruits and vegetables. 
Children observed the shapes, colors, texture and sizes of the different fruits and vegetables. There was a shop beside the 
market which was selling junk food. As soon as the children saw that, they identified the junk food.  They also mentioned 
quickly that we should not eat junk food. This was the first hands-on learning experience for the little ones. They enjoyed the 
bus ride as well.

 EY2 and EY3- MK Retail Super market

Dussehra Celebration



- Faaria
The students of Nalapad Academy celebrated its first teachers day on 5th 
September. The event started with welcoming the teachers by giving them 
handmade cards and a rose. Once all the teachers had settled down, we 
started the programmes. First, we had a skit by all the students. Then the
studentsstudents of grade 3, 2, and 1 did a dance. After that, all the students sang a 
song dedicated for all the teachers. All the students and teachers came and 
did a free-style dance as well. Then after the welcoming, the students of grade 
3 introduced the games. We played games like Chinese Whispers and 
Pinning the tail on the Donkey.

AfAfter the games and fun, the students and teachers had their lunch. Later on 
the principal gave a small speech appreciating the effort of the students. The 
teachers all one by one came up and said something about the job and how 
they felt about the whole event. "I’ve been a teacher for 10 years but I’ve 
experienced this for the first time “, said Ms. Shabana. 

EEven the students enjoyed a lot. “We enjoyed interacting with the teachers,” 
said Roshan from grade 3. “I enjoyed seeing the teachers have fun”, said Diyan 
from grade 3. Knowing that the teachers enjoyed made me feel happy. Last 
but not least, we had a teachers vs students football match on our football 
turf. Even though it was only for a few minutes, it was very fun seeing the 
teachers and students play together. I hope next year the celebrations will be 
even better. 

“Cooking with kids is not just about ingredients, recipes and dishes. It’s harnessing imagination, empowerment
 and creativity.”
Cooking can happen even without fire. A “Fireless cooking” session was conducted for the students of EY3. Our students 
prepared yummy lip smacking sandwiches using sweet corn, cucumber, tomato, carrot, bread, etc. and proved their 
versatility in cooking even without fire! They understood the importance of healthy eating. Our kids really amazed us!

Fireless Cooking with little chefs of EY3

Teachers day news report


